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This paper proposes a novel expandable-retractable pedicle screw and analyzes its functionality. A specially designed pedicle screw is described which has the ability to expand and retract using nitinol elements. The screw is designed to expand in body temperature and retract by cooling the screw. This expansion-retraction function is verified in an experiment designed in larger scale using a nitinol antagonistic assembly. The results of this experiment are compared to the results of a finite element model developed in Abaqus in combination with a user material subroutine (UMAT). This code has been developed to analyze the nonlinear thermomechanical behavior of shape memory alloy materials. The functionality of the proposed screw is evaluated with simulation and experimentation in a pullout test as well. The pullout force of a normal screw inserted in a normal bone was simulated, and the result is compared with the results of the expandable screw in osteoporotic bone. Lastly, strength of the designed pedicle screw in a foam block is also verified with experiment. The reported finite element simulations and experiments are the proof for the concept of nitinol expandable-retractable elements on a pedicle screw which validate the functionality in a pullout test.

1. Introduction

Bone screws for various spinal treatments and fixations have been used for about 70 years [1]. Pedicle screws are used as bone anchoring elements to firmly grip the bone to facilitate attachment to the spinal implants. Using the pedicle screws’ connection rod, surgeons can fixate the spinal segments together for spinal fusion. The pedicular fixation system (which consists of a minimum of four pedicle screws and the rod) can resist high loads and stabilize a fractured spine. Medical applications of pedicle screws show that tolerating the applied forces is possible for pedicle screws inside a healthy bone. When the bone is not healthy, poor screw purchase becomes the main concern [2].

Osteoporosis is a common bone disease in which the bone mineral density (BMD) reduces. Osteoporosis decreases the bone strength which causes an increased risk of fracture in the bony structures of the patients. This disease is very common in elderly people and steeply increases with age. The main concern of surgeons performing the pedicle screw fixation surgery on patients suffering from osteoporosis is the probability of loosening or pullout failure of the screw during or after surgery [3].

To overcome the drawbacks of osteoporosis in pedicle screw fixations, several methods have been used. Increasing the major diameter of the screw leads to stronger engagement of the screw and bone [4]. Battula et al. [5] showed that the pilot hole size with a diameter larger than 72% of the screw’s outer diameter had adverse effect on the pullout test. Another method is to inject a special kind of biocompatible cement through the screw in order to glue it to the surrounding bone [6]. Even though this method has shown good performance in pullout tests, it poses several disadvantages which restricts its application. One of the main disadvantages is the
implanted pedicle screw with this method is not removable after insertion.

Some recent researchers have proposed novel methods that take advantage of expandable elements that increase the strength of the connection between the screw and bone [7,8]. The elements in these screws are mostly expandable (and not retractable) so that the removal of the screw becomes a much more challenging problem. Later in this paper, we will see the functionality of a proposed expandable-retractable pedicle screw using nitinol, which can solve the problem in more effective way.

2. Method

2.1. SMArt Pedicle Screw Design. The proposed pedicle screw takes advantages of the nitinol’s superior thermomechanical behavior to serve as the expandable-retractable elements.

2.1.1. Nitinol Thermomechanical Behavior. Nitinol (or NiTi) belongs to a bio-compatible group of alloys known as shape memory alloys. As stated by Lagoudas [9], the special behaviors of this alloy are the results of having two different microstructure states (solid state phases) at low temperature (martensite) and high temperature (austenite). The shape memory effect is the ability of the material to fully recover the introduced strain and reform to the parent phase by heating the material above a certain temperature called austenite temperature. Super-elasticity is characterized by the material’s ability to tolerate large strains (up to about 8%) without undergoing any plastic deformation. This happens if the temperature is over the austenite final temperature ($A_f$). In higher temperatures, the material is in austenite phase and has higher modulus of elasticity in specific crystal directions, and at temperatures lower than the material’s martensite finish temperature ($M_f$), it has lower modulus of elasticity in specific crystal directions. This special thermomechanical behavior (along with bio-compatibility, MRI compatibility, and other properties) has been the driving force for recent developments of biomedical devices using nitinol [10, 11].

2.1.2. Expandable-Retractable Pedicle Screw Concept. The presented pedicle screw concept consists of a typical pedicle screw and a few additional nitinol assemblies placed around the screw which are designed to have two stable forms. In the low temperature form, the nitinol assemblies retract on the pedicle screw as shown in Figure 1(a). At the body temperature, the second stable form which is the expanded form of the screw is achieved as shown in Figure 1(b).
One assembly consists of two nitinol elements. These two elements are assembled in an antagonistic fashion, such that they force each other in the opposite directions. One of them is a super-elastic (SE) element at both low temperature (\(T_{low}\)) outside the body and body temperature \((T_{body})\). This means that the SE material’s austenite final temperature \((A_f^{SE})\) is lower than both low temperature and body temperature \((T_{low} > A_f^{SE} \textnormal{ and } T_{body} > A_f^{SE})\). The other element is a shape memory (SM) material at low temperature which is designed to transform to its austenite phase at body temperature. To this end, the SM material should be selected such that its martensite final temperature \((M_f^{SM})\) be higher than the low temperature and its austenite final temperature \((A_f^{SM})\) be lower than body temperature \((T_{low} < M_f^{SM} \textnormal{ and } T_{body} > A_f^{SM})\). The SE and SM elements original shape should be designed such that at the low temperature, in which the SE element is stronger, the resultant shape be in the retracted form of the assembly (Figure 1(b)). At the body temperature, the SM element passes its austenite start temperature and moves the assembly toward its original shape that is set to be the expanded form (Figure 1(d)). Now if the surgeon for any reason decides to remove the pedicle screw (e.g., inadequate placement, infection, neural or vascular damage, overcorrection, interference with the facet joints and, etc. [12]) he/she can cool down the screw in order to achieve the retracted form again and unscrew the pedicle screw out of the bone. However, the osteointegration effect is needed to be further investigated with this pedicle screw design. This effect can make the removing impossible after some time.

2.2. Antagonistic SM and SE Expandable Nitinol Elements. To evaluate functionality of the designed expandable-retractable antagonistic nitinol assembly concept, experiments were designed. The finite element (FE) analysis tool in Abaqus software was also validated with the experimental results for future designs.

2.2.1. Experiments. For this experiment, the SE element was a nitinol flat wire with a cross-section of 0.8 mm \(\times\) 9 mm, and the SM element was a nitinol round wire with a diameter of 2 mm. Both the SM and SE elements were set to have a curved original shape by heating in 500°C for 20 minutes and quenching the specimen with water (heat treatment [9]). Note that in the experiment with these sizes, geometries and critical temperatures are used as a proof-of-concept for the expandable-retractable assembly (actuation in two directions). In the final design of this pedicle screw, the antagonistic elements need to be optimized.

The actuator device was made up by assembling the two nitinol elements in an antagonistic fashion (similar to the nitinol assemblies on the designed pedicle screw). To heat up the SM wire, Joule heating was used by applying electric current through the wire. To control the input current to the SM wire, the power supply was controlled by the input signal from a software/hardware control package called dSPACE. To measure the tip displacement of the actuator, a laser distance sensor (optoNCDT 1401) was used (the assembly and the experiment hardware are shown in Section 3). For this experiment, the Joule heating differential equation was simulated to predict the wire temperature (1). Although the resistance of the SMA material slightly changes in the transformation of the states of the material, constant resistance is assumed in this prediction for the sake of simplicity. In this prediction, implemented resistivity \((R)\), specific heat \((C_p)\), density \((\rho)\), and heat convection coefficient \((h)\) are 0.27 Ohm, 836 j/Kg·C, 6.5 g/cm³, and 120 j/(m²·C·sec), respectively. The predicted temperatures with the Simulink model according to each current input profile are illustrated in Figure 2:

\[
R I^2 - h C_p (T - T_{inf}) = m C_p \frac{dT}{dt}.
\]  

2.2.2. Finite Element Simulation. In order to better optimize the device, the finite element simulation tool was validated to avoid time expenses of making several prototypes. For this finite element analysis, Abaqus software suite [13] was used. Because of the unique thermomechanical behavior of shape memory alloy materials, a previously developed user-defined material (UMAT) subroutine had to be used in parallel [14]. The UMAT subroutine is the numerical implementation of a full 3D SMA constitutive model [15]. This model is used to predict the behavior of the SM wire which is dependent on the variation in temperature. The SE element is modeled using elastic material properties. The constant superelastic modulus of elasticity was found to be 52 GPa. The material properties which were used for simulating the SM wire in the model are shown in Table 1.

Initially, the SE and SM parts were drawn in their shape set form at the low temperature in the software. Next, a rotation displacement was applied to the tip surface of those nitinol elements to make them straight while the assembly was still at the low temperature. In the next step, the required contact between the surfaces of the SE and SM elements was applied. In the same step, SM wire was heated up to reach the highest temperature achieved from the experiment. In the next step, the wire was cooled down to the low temperature.
Table 1: Material properties of the SM wire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_a$</td>
<td>32 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_m$</td>
<td>22 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_s$</td>
<td>62°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_f$</td>
<td>27°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_s$</td>
<td>6 MPa/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_f$</td>
<td>8 MPa/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_m$</td>
<td>6 MPa/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_a$</td>
<td>8 MPa/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ɛ_0$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and again heated up to the high temperature. Since the nitinol wires are used in bending, C3D20R elements were used to avoid the shear locking phenomenon. The contact was chosen to be surface to surface with contact overclosure removal without friction.

2.3. Pullout Test. Pullout test is regarded as a common way of evaluating the mechanical effectiveness of bone screw implants. Performance of the designed pedicle screw was evaluated in a pullout test. The test relies on the fact that the major mode of clinical failure of bone implants is due to normal forces that are pulling the implant out of the bone. During the test, the implanted bone screw resists against a pulling out force. The ultimate pullout force of the screw determines the strength of the fixation. There is an ASTM standard (ASTM F543-02) available to better perform this test.

2.3.1. Finite Element Simulation. In order to simulate the pullout test of the SMArt pedicle screw in the FEA software and evaluate the benefit of the expandable elements, the problem is divided into three sections. First, the pullout test was modeled in Abaqus for a normal screw with healthy bone material properties. The second and third steps were dedicated to the pullout test modeling of the pedicle screw in osteoporotic bone and the effect of the expandable elements.

The pullout test of a normal pedicle screw out of a healthy bone was analyzed by modeling a 6.5 mm outer diameter bone screw with a thread profile derived from British standards institution [16]. These screw dimensions are used in a similar normal pullout test study by Zhang et al. [17] in Ansys FEA software. The screw is assumed to be made out of stainless steel as reported by Allan and Kenneth [18]. The used modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, and yield stress of the bone were 100 MPa, 0.2, and 2.0 MPa (from Goel et al. [19]), and for the screw they were 193,000 MPa, 0.3, and 250.0 MPa, respectively.

Because of the symmetry in geometry, one quarter of the screw and the surrounding bone were modeled. This assumption is used by Zhang et al. [17] in their analysis that showed close results to experiments. In this study, the vertebral body was modeled as a block with dimensions of 16 mm width, 16 mm height, and 22 mm length. The position of the pedicle screw was assumed to be in the middle of the block. The threads of the hole in the bone block were assumed to have the same profile as the screw. For this model, a pedicle screw with eight threads measuring 22 mm in length was used. The outside surfaces of the bone were fixed in all directions. The bone and screw symmetry surfaces were restricted to move only in the direction of the length of the screw. The screw and bone parts were meshed with 4-node linear tetrahedron (C3D4) elements. A finite sliding, surface-to-surface contact with contact overclosure removal, was used as the contact properties. Hard contact normal behavior was applied to the bone and screw thread surfaces. A friction coefficient of 0.2 was implemented for the contact between surfaces according to Liu et al. [20]. Finally, the top surface of the screw was coupled to the center node of the screw, and a displacement was applied to this node. The graphic of the pullout simulation in this step is depicted in Figure 3.

One of the adverse effects of osteoporosis on the bone mechanical behaviors is the reduction of bone modulus of elasticity as expressed by Dickenson et al. [21]. For the simulation of osteoporotic bone pullout test, the bone modulus of elasticity was assumed to reduce 20 percent due to osteoporosis. Also half of the thread depth in the bone was assumed to be degraded. Element type, boundary conditions, and displacement load were the same as the simulation for the normal bone test.

Advantage of the expandable elements around the screw in pullout test was simulated by assuming full expansion of these elements around the screw. The simulated element was a round wire with 0.4 mm diameter and 4.5 mm length. This element was placed in between two of the threads and tangential to the screw surface. The root of the wire is fixed to the screw in all directions. In this study, the effects of other expanded elements were assumed to be the same.

2.3.2. Experiment. The performance of the expanded nitinol elements in pullout test was also verified experimentally. In this experiment, two screws with 1/4 inch thread size, 3.5 inch total length, and 2.75 inch threaded length were used. One of them was the control screw without nitinol expanded elements, and the other one was enhanced with 10 superelastic nitinol elements (austenite final temperature below room temperature). The diameter of the wires was 0.5 mm, and the length was 16 mm. After drilling the required holes on the screw surface between the thread roots, the wires were inserted and fixed into these holes as shown in Figure 4. Since the wires were superelastic, they were expanded around the screw at room temperature. Note that the goal of this experiment was to study the effect of the expanded elements in pullout test. So the SM wires were not added to the assembly, and the SE wires were set in the expanded form on the screw before the experiment.

The two screws were implanted into the drilled holes on two foam blocks by screwing down. The blocks dimensions were $43 \times 43 \times 90$ mm with density of $15$ lb/ft$^3$ which is comparable to 5–10 lb/ft$^3$ for osteoporotic bone. The screws were pulled out with the rate of 5 mm/min in accordance with ASTM F543-02. Note that this experiment was designed to
3. Results

3.1. Antagonistic Actuator

3.1.1. Experimental Results. When the temperature of the assembly was at its low temperature, the SE wire was strong enough to keep the assembly toward the original shape as shown in Figure 5(a). Gradually, by heating the SM wire above its austenite finish temperature, motion at the tip of the actuator was observed. After appropriate heating, no further displacement could be observed by increasing the temperature. By cooling, the achieved displacement decreases to zero, and the room temperature form was achieved. The described heating and cooling process was repeated several times, and a repetitive motion was observed. The observed stable forms at low and high temperatures are desirable for two-way actuation and confirm the expandable-retractable screw concept. Note that the sizes and geometries were used as the proof-of-concept for the design. Also the critical temperatures should be optimized by changing the Ni ad Ti percentages in the nitinol alloy [9] to match the clinical criteria as explained in Section 2.1.2.

3.2. Finite Element Simulation Results. The predicted shapes of the assembly by finite element, at high and low temperatures, are depicted in Figure 6. These shapes show a striking resemblance to those of the experimental results in Figure 5.

The result of tip displacement against temperature of the assembly is plotted in Figure 7. The maximum displacement of the tip is very well predicted by the simulation. The displacement increases with a steep slope by increasing the temperature beyond the austenite start temperature (60°C) of the SM element. After adequate heating of the assembly, the actuator reaches its stable form at high temperature. Cooling the wire below its martensite start temperature (62°C) causes the tip position to move toward its low temperature position. After cooling down to the martensite final temperature (27°C), the assembly reaches the low temperature stable shape.

3.3. Pullout Test

3.3.1. Finite Element Simulation Results. The results of the conducted simulations of the pullout test are illustrated in Figure 8. In the first simulation the pullout force of 550 N for healthy bone is in agreement with a previous work by Zhang et al. [17]. The simulation results of the next two steps confirm the effect of the expanded elements which can enhance strength of the pedicle screw in an osteoporotic.
bone. As can be seen by adding six expanded elements to the pedicle screw, the pullout force in a normal bone can be achieved.

3.3.2. Results of Pullout Test Experiment. The results of the explained experiments of pullout test are illustrated in Figure 9. As shown in the plots, the enhanced screw with the expandable elements resists more than the control screw against the pulling out displacement.

4. Conclusion

The purpose of the study was to evaluate the functionality and study the concept of a proposed expandable-retractable pedicle screw. The unique part of the design was the assemblies which were placed on the pedicle screw. The assemblies
The functionality of the described actuator assembly was evaluated by making a prototype in larger scale. The reported experiment results showed the desirable results for the concept. The assembly had two different forms at high (body) temperature and room temperature. Obviously, to achieve the final design of the antagonistic nitinol assemblies on the pedicle screw, the material properties for the critical temperatures, shape set forms, cross-section, and length of the wires should be optimized. To be able to optimize these parameters with minimum cost, a reliable simulation software is required. The finite element modeling of the SMA material’s thermomechanical behavior in Abaqus was verified by comparing the results with the experimental ones.

In both finite element modeling and experiment of the pullout test, the expandable screw showed much higher pullout force than a regular screw. In the finite element simulation, one expanded SMA element fixed on a quarter of a pedicle screw and the surrounding bone using real geometry and bone material properties was simulated. This allowed us to compare the control screw simulation results with previous works and observe the effect of the attached element. While the experiment was conducted in a foam block with regular screw in order to just verify the effect of the expanded elements in experiment. At last, although these results are not comparable, both verified the effectiveness of the proposed pedicle screw in increasing the purchase of the bone screw fixation.
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